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Chapter 1 PT500 series soft starter introduction

Chapter 1 PT500 series soft starter introduction

1-1. Product feature 

The PT500 series intelligent motor soft starter is a blend of the latest electric 

mechanical control System theory and proprietary motor protection technology and 

advanced software technology of new equipment, is used for motor starting early 

star/triangle conversion, auto voltage step-down, magnetic control step-down 

starting equipment such as the ideal alternative products; Its performance is on the 

market at present most did not adopting intelligent starting control technology of 

common soft starter can’t reach.

1-2. The main effect of PT500 series soft starter

No. 1: Effectively reduce the starting current of the motor; Can reduce the 

distribution capacity,

Avoid grid expansion investment.

No. 2: Reduce the stress of starting motor and load equipment; Extend the 

service life of motor and related equipment.

No. 3: Soft stop function can effectively solve the inertial system of parking 

surge problem; The traditional starting equipment cannot be achieved.

No. 4: With six unique starting mode; To adapt to the complex motor and 

overload, achieve perfect start effect.

No. 5: Has a complete and reliable protection function; Effectively protect the 

motor and related production equipment safety.

No. 6: The application of the intelligent motor soft starter, network technology 

to make electricity machine control technology to adapt to the rapid development of 

electric power automation technology in the higher requirements.

1-3. Main feature of PT500 series soft starter

   Perfect the humanized design 

The harmony of beautiful appearance and reasonable structure.

The harmony of functional and easy to operate.

The harmony of solid reliable and compact structure.

Artistic design of industrial products keep improving.

Reliable quality guarantee;

The computer simulation design.

SMT production process.

Good electromagnetic compatibility performance.

High temperature aging, vibration test of the machine before delivery.

The perfect and reliable protection function:

Loss of pressure, under voltage, over voltage protection.

The temperature of Soft starter is too high, motor under load, starting time is 

too long.

Input phase, the output phase, three-phase imbalance protection.

Starting over current, overload operation and load short circuit protection.

 The product of independent intellectual property rights:

Patent of appearance design.

Software copyright independently.

Proprietary motor starting and protection technology.

Unique to detect debug equipment and process.

 Quick and thoughtful after-sales service:

Reliable performance lay the foundation of quality service and quality.

Provide good perfect supporting design scheme.

The use of timely and thoughtful advice.

Constantly improve the product performance according to user's opinion.

Chapter 1 PT500 series soft starter introduction
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Chapter 2  Product Model Description and Unpacking Inspection

Each PT500 soft starter passes the strict inspection and performance testing in 

the factory.

Please check the following steps after receiving the product and unpacking. 

If any problems, please contact with the supplier in time.  

2-1  Unpacking Checking Steps.

Please confirm the soft starter without any damage during transport.

Please check the package including product user manual and warranty card.、

Please check the specification name plate if it’s the same as your order.

If you order soft starter with other attached options, please confirm it once 

receiving.

Nameplate Description

Model:

Input Source Spec:
Output Power Spec: 

Factory Production No.:

TYPE: PT500-011G 3-

SOURCE: 3   380V 50Hzφ  

OUTPUT:  11KW  13A 

P01001A00001

Model Description

PT 500 011 G 3

Model No.: 

Rated Power:
:  For example 011:11KW

  Output Configuration
 0: General Standard Configuration

 Input Voltage Level
2. 3 phase 220V  3. 3 phase380V
4. 3 phase 480V  3. 3 phase660V  

G:  General
Product Function No.:

Chapter 3 Conditions of Use and Requirements of installation

PT500 series soft starter should be used and installed as the following 

requirements.

Otherwise it will make damage and shorten lifespan of soft starter without 

warranty.

3-1  Soft starter Conditions of use.

3-1-1  Power supply source:380VAC/480VAC/660VAC±15%/50Hz or 60Hz .

from Main City power,Captive power plant and Diesel generator set. The power 

capacity should meet the starting requirement for soft starter running electric motor. 

3-1-2  Applicable motor: Three phase squirrel cage induction ac motor, The .

rated power of motor should match to the soft start.

3-1-3  Start Frequency: It is up to the loading type..

3-1-4  Cooling method: Natural air cooling..

3-1-5  Protection class: Ip20.

3-1-6  Environment condition: Altitude below 3000meters, Ambient .

temperature from -25 to+40℃ 

Relative humidity below 90%RH, Non-condensing, non-flammable, explosive, 

corrosive gases, non-conductive dust, well-ventilated room and where vibrations 

less than 0.5KG

can provide users with the products such as anti-explosion, low temperature, 

high voltage soft starter under special conditions of using, terms will be noted.

3-2  Installation requirements of Soft starter.

Installation direction and distance: To ensure the soft starter with good 

ventilation and cooling conditions, it should be mounted vertically and then 

surrounded with sufficient space for heat dissipation device, shown the minimum 

allowed distance in Figure 3.1 and 3.2.

Based on the above requirements, it should be also use good up and down 

ventilated cabinet when installation of soft starter.

soft starter

Product Code
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Figure 3.1                    Figure 3.2

Figure 3.3

　   

PT500 132G 3    132     264      430   268   249    392    210   M9   <23

PT500 160G 3    160     320      430   268   249    392    210   M9   <23

PT500 185G 3    185    370      430   268   249    392    210   M9   <23

PT500 200G 3    200    400      430   268   249    392    210   M9   <23

H1    W1 D     H2 W2 d        

　   

PT500 075G 3    75      150      350   206   198    313    160   M8   <20

PT500 090G 3    90      180      350   206   198    313    160   M8   <20

PT500 115G 3    115     230      350   206   198    313    160   M8   <20

H1    W1 D     H2 W2 d        

Figure 3.4

Figure 3.5

3-3. Soft starter appearance and installation dimension

3-3-1. Rated power and rated current should be the maximum rated value of  

soft starter.

3-3-2. PT500 series 5R1(5.5KW-55KW) soft starter appearance of installation  

as shown in figure3.3

3-3-3. PT500 series 5R2(75KW-115KW) soft starter appearance of installation 

as shown in figure3.4

Model Spec Rated power
(KW) 

 Rated current 
(A) 

Appearance size Installation dimension Net weight
(kg)

Model Spec Rated power
(KW) 

 Rated current 
(A) 

Appearance size Installation dimension Net weight
(kg)

3-3-4. PT500 series 5R3(132KW-200KW) soft starter appearance of installation 

as shown in figure3.5

Chapter 3 Conditions of Use and Requirements of installationChapter 3 Conditions of Use and Requirements of installation
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Figure 3.6

3phase power supply input

Breaker(QF)

3phase squirrel cage Three-phase asynchronous motorElectric motor

 Keypad control panel

  PT500 series soft starter   

Note: There are six copper outputs, the front three to motor then following three to
 bypass contactor.

3-3-5. PT500 series 5R4(250KW-400KW) soft starter appearance of installation 

as shown in figure3.6

Chapter 4 Wiring and external terminals

PT500 series soft starter has three types of wiring:

Main circuit wiring: 3phase ac power input and output to electric motor wiring 

and line breaker bypass contactor wiring./

External terminals wiring: 12pcs small terminals leads, including input output 

control line and analog output signal line

Communication wiring: one RJ-45 standard net cable socket and one DB9 

socket connecting to computer or computer network.

4-2-1. Terminal P01、P02 bypass output : control bypass contactor ,normally 

open passive contact and close once running successfully. Contact 

capacity:AC250V/5A

4-2-2. Terminal D01 D02 programmable relay output: output way and 、

function up to P J setting, normally open passive contact. Contact capacity: 

AC250V/5A

Chapter 3 Conditions of Use and Requirements of installation

EMS STOP RUN COM I01 I02PO2 DO2 EO2EO1DO1PO1

4-2. The soft starter description of external terminals

External terminals wiring diagram:  
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Start button

Set key

Enter

Stop / Reset key

Percentage
SecondAmpere

Changes in key

Ready indicator

Fault indicator

Power Indicator

Bypass Indicators

Two function number

Chapter V Control Panel and Operation

There are five operating states in PT 5 0 0 series soft starter : ready, running, 

fault,

Start and stop. Ready, running, fault status indicators are appropriate, since

Start displays × × × ×, soft stop displays - × × ×, where × × × × ×indicates 

motor current.

5-1 Keyboard Operation

5-1-1 Boot state: only lights and displays in preparation for PT500 or READY. 

When you press the start button to start the motor. Initial displays Powtech PT500 

soft starter, or it indicates Ready

5-1-2 Delay Status: ready or fault status indicator flashes indicates the interval

delay; displaying d E × × × and start the countdown, indicates  the start delay.

5-1-3. starting and stopping key: in soft restart process, the display shows xxxx, 

Indicates the starting current value, only the stop button works, it can not enter setup 

and Helpful hints menu, as well as Ready, Operation, Fault three indicators are not 

light. In Soft-stop process, the display shows xxxx, indicates that the motor current 

value . At this time only the starter key works and cannot enter setup and helpful 

hints menu  and Ready, Run, Fault indicators are  not light.  Stop button can reset 

failed state functions.

Chapter V Control Panel and Operation

PT500 series soft starter

Electric
 motor

Breaker
Bypass 
output 

Fault output

Stop Start/Run

KH/
Instantaneous
 stop

b
y

p
ass electro

m
ag

n
etic co

n
tacto

r 

output delay

analog output

common terminal

( ~ )direct current 0 20mA

        4-2-3. Terminals  E01 and E02 are fault output terminals:

 when soft-Starter fails or the power failure closed,open for normal

 working.Contact capacity: AC250V/0.5A. 

        4-2-4. The instant stop input terminal EMS : When soft Starter works,

 this terminal must connect with terminal COM. If this terminal with terminal

  is disconnected, soft-Starter stopped is unconditional working in COM

fault-protected. This terminal can be controlled by external Protective

 devices normally closed output.Set the PC 0(primary protection), this 

Terminal features are prohibited.

        4-2-5.terminals STOP, RUM, COM are for the external control start and stop button

 input connectionWire terminals. There are two configurations, 

namely, 3-wire and 2-wire mode. According to need

To select the connection, as shown in Fig. 

       4-2 -6 Terminals I01 and I02 are 0 ~ 2 0 mA DC analog output for

 real-time monitoring motor current. When the motor current is full-scale 

2 0mA, it means that it 's 4 times of the rated current of soft starter.

External 0 ~ 2 0 m A dc ammeter observation, the Maximum of output load

 resistance is 3 0 0Ω.

       4-2-7 external terminals do not pick the wrong line, or they may cause

 damage to the soft starter.

       4-2-8 PT 5 0 0 series soft starter main circuit wiring diagram

COM RUNSTOPEMSEMS STOP RUN COM

PO1 P02 D01 D02 E01 E02

COMEMS STOP RUN I01 I02
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       5-1-4. set button: in a State of non-help, press the set key to enter the 

Setup menu, display PX; XXX; Then press set key, colon flashing, which 

shows that it can be modified after the colon Parameters. When colon

 flashing, press the confirmation key, if the data has been modified, it 

displays Good and even rings twice,meaning that new data has been saved,

 and then exits. If you do not want to With the new data, pressing the set key, 

the colon stops flashing and restore your original data, Then press the Enter

 key to exit. You can also press the stop key to exit.

      5-1-5. confirmation key: in non-setting State, press the Confirm button to

 access the Help menu, Display H X:XXX, and then press ENTER to quit. 

You can also press stop key exit.When in setting Mode, press the Confirm 

button to save the new data and exit the setting State.

      5-1-6. Increase or decrease-key: in the Setup menu, When colon does not 

flash, pressing the increase or decrease-key to change Feature number; 

When colon flashing, pressing increase or decrease-key keys to change the 

data; When pressing the plus/minus keys ultra 1 seconds,the data will 

increase or decrease in rapid succession. In Help menu change Functions and

 corresponding hint information by pressing the increase or decrease in key.

 In bypass operation when the indicator light is on and does not enter setup 

and help menus, AXXXX displays motor current,At this time pressing the

 button increases or decreases-key, you can select PXXXX or HXXXX

 displaying. PXXXX shows the power of motor; HXXXX shows coefficient 

of thermal equilibrium of motor overload;when HXXXX indicates that the 

value is greater than 100%, overload protection works displaying Err08.

      5-1-7. when the data is greater than 999, the last decimal point lights,

 representing the mantissa +0. 

      5-1-8. key actions will provide the audible alert, or key is not valid at 

the state.

      5-1-9. When external control terminals are for 3-wire mode, functions 

of external control-start button and stop button with the start button and stop 

button on the Control Panel are equivalent. 

      5-1-10. Control Panel using Super anti-jamming design and allows 

drainage of distance more than 3 m. 

      5-1-11. Description of the keyboard digital display 

5-2. Functional parameter settings description 

Function set code table below　　
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Running 
State 

Ready
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Start
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Bypass
status

13 14

5-3-1-1. this work contains a 999 second timer, set by P4 Setting item. If P4 is 

not 0, then press set PJ set, starting at the beginning of time, when the time is reach, 

the output changes state, if you set P4=0, it immediately changes the output state. 

The output reset time is according to the setting time of  P4 is ended for time delay 

and ready Again for 1 second. 

5-3-1-2. programmable output mode is the time series with a starting process 

control Cycle, if the starter motor is automatically interrupted again last time 

programming your output process and To restart the process. 

5-3-2. setting the PJ 5~9 (15~19) for programmable output state Output mode, 

and setting operating condition output is as follows:

5-3-2-1. programmable output mode is used to indicate the State of soft Starter, 

At this mode setting the time P4 is not valid. Set PJ the factory value is 7, which 

Indicates that the readiness status of the soft-starter, and it can start motor in this 

State; In programmable output of the failed State, it refers to a class of motor failure 

(Err05/Err06/Err07 Err08/Err12/Err15), it differs from the failure output terminal 

E01/E02; Running state is indicates the un-ready or a failed State, it includes  three 

procedures :starting, bypass and soft Stopping.

5-3-2-2. When PJ> 9, the reset state of the programmable output (D01/D02 

external terminals) from open position into a closed state, called the inverting 

output. Flexible use of programmable relay output can effectively simplify the 

external control logic.

5-4. Automatic restart function

5-4-1. When setting items PE 1 to 9, it will allow the automatic restart function 

This function can be effective in only 2-wire mode external control , and is not 

allowed to set the items outside the control of PD control when by two-wire 

connection and placed in a closed starting state:

5-4-2. 60 seconds automatic power-on delay start
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       5-3. programmable relay output function 

       In programmable relay output function there are two ways of working:

programmed timing transmission Mode and programmable output mode. 

       5-3-1. When setting the PJ 0~4 (1 0~1 4), programmable output work in 

Sequence output mode, set the starting time of the output is as follows:
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       5-3. programmable relay output function 
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    P8 settings         0               1            2            3

    P6/P7 input method Value of current Percentage Value of current   Percentage 

 Running display method  Value of current  Value of current  Percentage   Percentage

Numerical       

Keyboard        

External control    

Communication     

0       1 2 3 4 5 6 7                                    

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0                                          

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0                                          

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0                                          

(1) In tables1 to enable, 0 to disable, for example after starting if it is not 

allowed to unexpected stop, or service does not allow unexpected start, you can set 

this to 7, then disable all start Or  operation stopping.

(2) When the external control permit, it must be connected between an external 

control buttons normally closed terminal switch or connected, or it can STOP/COM 

not start the motor.

5-5-3. PF to modify the parameters setting item allows you to select items, there 

are three options:

(1) Set items PF to 0, in addition to setting items PF, do not modify any 

parameters.

(2) Set to PF items to 1, prohibited modify settings item P4, P7, P8, PE, PH, 

PJ,PL, PU parameters.

(3) Setting item PF is 2, which allows you to modify the parameters of all 

setting items.

5-5-4. Set Item PU is used to set the motor underload protection.

5-5-4-1. When Set Item PU <10, the prohibition Motor underload protection.

5-5-4-2. Underrun protection current range is 10% to 90% of the motor rated 

current which is determined by the setting items of ten digits of PU. 

5-5-4-3. Underrun protection delay ranges are from 5 to 90 seconds, the setting 

items of a PU Digit multiplied by 10 to determine when a digit is 0 and  PU 

protective action delay is 5 seconds. For example,If the setting item PU = 42, it 

means that the current 40% underrun protection action delay of 20 seconds.

5-6. Help information and instructions

The help message in the following table:

5-5-2. set item PD for selecting motor starting control method as the following 
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       5-4-3 after the occurrence of downtime, through the delay restart 

automatically after 60 seconds,but when setting items P5 longer than 60

 seconds, press the P5 to set the time delay.Status indicator flashes during the

 delay.

       5-4-4. Including electric starting and re-starting after a total failure it 

can start n times,  the value of the setting item PE. Automatic restart moden is

 must be re-Power-on boot to take effect,and each re-power take effect again.

       5-4-5 when setting item PE is 10, it's the prohibit power failure protection

 function: When on the power, if the outside starting control terminal has

 been in the closed state, which allows the electric starter.

       5-4-6. When set PE to 11, starting again after a failure: when the external 

control EMS instantaneous stop terminals is not restricted (set PC>0) or an

 instantaneous stop, thermal Overvoltage, and under voltage fault recovery, 

once again, you do not need to reset to start motor. 

       5-4-7. When set PE to 12, the the power failure protection ban function 

and fault Starts again. 

       5-4-8. When set PE to 13, runs memory recovery features: in the state of 

pass-by running and off-on power, soft starter will automatically start the

 recovery Bypass operation. 

       5-4-9. Warning: the soft starter with under-voltage protection, ie, power 

off and on,regardless of external control terminals at which location, will not

 be starting on their own,so as not to Injury accidents. But when the automatic

 starting feature allows, against power failure protection, Allow status 

memory recovery feature,power failure protection feature will be invalidated!

       5-5 Other Settings Item Description .

       5-5-1 P8 is used to select the input setting items and display mode as

following table:
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(1) In the non soft start and soft stop state, and did not enter the settings, press 

confirm key

To access the help menu, click add, minus the keys to select prompt 

information.

(2) To help state stop press confirm key or key to exit help state.

Chapter 6:  Protection function and Instructions 

P T 5 0 0 series soft start equipment with perfect protection function to protect 

the security of the use of soft starter and motor. In use, should be properly set 

protection levels according to different situations and protection parameters. 

6-1. Protection function and its parameters 

6-1-1. Soft starter overheating protection, temperature rise to 80 ±5  

protection action, when the temperature dropped to 55  (minimum), overheating 

protection remove.

6-1-2. The input Default Phase lag time of protection:<3 second

6-1-3. The output Default Phase lag time of protection:<3 second

6-1-4. Three-phase imbalance protection lag time < 3 second In each phase 

current deviation is greater than 5 0%±1 0% as the benchmark, when the load 

current is less than the soft starter nominal rating of 30%, determine the benchmark 

deviation will increase.  

6-1-5. Time is running overload : the setting items P 7 maximum operating 

current as a benchmark for inverse time thermal protection , protection tripping time 

curve shown in table 6.1 .

6-1-6. Starting overcurrent time : Continuing greater protection time setting items 

P 7 5 times the maximum operating current in Figure 6.1 .

6-1-7. Supply voltage is too low to protect lag time : when the supply voltage 

drops below 40% limit, Protection time < 0.5 seconds , otherwise the protection time is 

less than the set value < 3 seconds .

6-1-8. Supply voltage is too high to protect the lag time : when the supply 

voltage is higher than the limit value 140 %, protection time < 0 5 seconds ; 

otherwise protective action time is higher than the set value < 3 seconds .

6-1-9. load short-circuit protection lag time: < 0.1 seconds, current nominal 

rated current is more than 10 times of the soft starter. This protection can not replace 

the fuse type short-circuit protection device.

6-1-10. Motor underload protection: current range of 10% ~ 90% of the motor 

rated current protection action delay of 5 ~ 90 seconds.

Chapter V Control Panel and Operation Chapter 6  Protection function and Instructions 
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Parameters at the above time starts after detected signals effectively unwind 

buckle protection instruction, parameters are for reference only. Listed PT500 series 

soft starter all protection function can be validated through actual or simulated 

method, if do not conform to the requirements of the users, you should add special 

protection device, in order to ensure safety. 

6-2. The level of protection and seting Description In order to adapt to different 

applications , PT500 series soft starter offers five levels of protection , namely is 0 : 

Junior 1: light load , 2 : Standard 3 : Heavy Duty 4 : Advanced, the setting items PC 

settings, Including:

6-2-1-1. Primary protection prohibits the external terminals instantaneous stop 

function, while retaining only the overheating, short circuit and main circuit fault 

protection for the unconditional urgent need to start applications, such as fire 

protection systems..

6-2-1-2. Light load, standards, overload protection level three have complete 

protection function, the difference is that the motor overload thermal protection time 

curve are different. The motor thermal protection time parameters are shown in table 6.1 

and Figure 6.1. 

6-2-1-3. Advanced protection when starting the stricter standards and other 

protection function parameters are the same as the standard protection Settings. 

6-2-2. According to set up a PC set different level of protection and thermal 

protection time table as follows: 

Should be according to the rated current of motor's nameplate input the setting 

item PP, Otherwise when setting item P6 and P7 input way as the percentage(by 

setting item P8), Starting current and protection current will have larger deviation. 

The setting item PP setting of motor current not less than 20% of the soft starter 

nominal current. When PP setting of motor current is small, the sensitivity of 

protection tripping action error will increase. 

6-2-3. According to IEC60947-4-2 standard motor thermal protection tripping 

time curve is as follows: 

Chapter 6  Protection function and Instructions Chapter 6  Protection function and Instructions 
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Immediately shut down, and cut off
the input power supplyAnd the main 
circuit of motor commutation ground 
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Figure 7.1

Chapter 7  Trial operation and application

Before power run according to the following terms and conditions carefully 

checked :

Soft starter matches the rated power of the motor phases.

Motor insulation meets the requirements .

Input and output of the main circuit wiring is correct.

Are all terminals and tighten the screws .

7-1-1. If the motor starting state is not ideal, can reference 7.2 section the starting 

mode and application , select the appropriate starting mode.

7-1-2. If the motor starting torque is not enough, can change the starting 

voltage(Voltage way ) or current limiting value(Current way), increase the starting 

torque of the motor. 

7-1-3. After the soft starter is energized , do not open the cover, to avoid electric 

shock.

7-1-4. During the commissioning , such as abnormal phenomena, such as 

abnormal sound or smell smoke , you should cut off the power and quickly find out 

the reason .

7-1-5. If after power on or starting a fault indicator and display Err X X, 

according to fault code shown in the corresponding chapter of the cause of the 

problem and find the reason. 

7-1-6. Press stop button or stop button control can reset the fault state. Note: 

1. When the environmental temperature under -10  when, should live preheat 

starting again more than 30 minutes. 

2. When the soft starter starter motor is successful, middle panel operational 

status indicator light that is already in the bypass operation. If the bypass contactor 

and not lead to motor to stop running, check the bypass contactor and related wiring 

errors or poor contact. 

7-2. PT500 series soft starter starter model and application

PT500 series soft starter has six starters modes to accommodate a variety of 

complex motor and load , the user can choose according to different applications .

Chapter 7  Trial operation and application Chapter 7  Trial operation and application

commissioning

Make sure the power voltage
input voltage range of 
soft-start rated

According to 4 - 1 soft starter 
basic wiring diagram wiring, 
grounding is to ensure that the 
bypass phase sequence connection,
confirm the correct after power

According to the rated current 
of the motor signs numeric input 
setting items PP

Y

Press the button to start
the motor running

Motor rotation direction 
is correct

Stop the commissioning
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7-2-4. Current Ramp start mode

PB set start mode setting items this mode is 4:00 .

Figure 7.5 is the output current waveform Current Ramp start mode , where I1 is 

set P6 set limit value , the time value T1 is set to P1 .

Current Ramp start mode has strong acceleration for bipolar motors can also be 

within a certain range to shorten start-up time .

7-2-5. Voltage limiting dual closed-loop start mode

PB set start mode setting items this mode is 5:00 .

Voltage limiting dual closed-loop start mode using the voltage ramp and current 

limiting dual closed-loop control is a requirement both start demanding more stable 

and integrated starter -limiting mode , which uses a prediction algorithm to estimate 

the state of electrical work .

The output voltage waveform of the starting mode will vary depending on the 

motor and load conditions.

7-3. PT500 series soft starter shutdown mode and application

PT500 Series soft starter has two shutdown modes, soft- shutdown mode and 

freewheel mode.

7-3-1. Soft shutdown mode

P2 setting items shutdown mode is not set to this mode is 0:00 .

In this shutdown mode, the electric motor powered by a bypass contactor is 

switched to the soft starter thyristor output , the output voltage of the soft starter to 

start the whole pressure gradually decreases, so that the motor speed smoothly 

reduced to avoid mechanical shocks, until motor stops running. cutoff voltage output 

equivalent to a soft shutdown threshold voltage when starting .Soft stop mode can 

reduce and eliminate surge and pump loads.

PL percentage terms set soft stop limiting value , reducing the impact of high 

current soft stop time , pay attention to this soft stop limit value is calculated on the 

basis of the starting current limit soft- shutdown mode settings available .

7-3-2. Freewheel mode

P2 setting items set down mode this mode is 0:00 .

Under normal circumstances, if not necessary soft stop , you should select 

freewheel mode to extend the life of the soft starter .

Freewheel mode completely banned instantaneous output , to avoid large 

transient current impact of special applications.

7-4. Special Applications

7-4-1. Shunt motor starter

If the soft starter does not exceed the rated power limit , the motor can be 

connected in parallel ( the sum of the motor current must not exceed the soft starter 

application type selected rated current ) , but this should additionally provide 

thermal protection for each motor .

7-4-2. double speed motor starter

PT500 Series soft starter can be used with two-speed motor starters , you must 

go through before in the high-speed low- latency becomes demagnetized period to 

avoid the motor between the lines and have a very large inverter current.

7-4-3. Very long cable

Due to reasons of the cable resistance , very long motor cables can cause the 

voltage drop if the voltage drop is very obvious , it will affect the current loss and 

starting torque , the choice of motor and soft starter must take this into account .

7-4-4. Parallel on the same power line soft starter

If on the same power line installed several soft start, then in the middle of the 

transformer to the soft starter circuit should be installed into the line reactor . 

Reactors should be installed between each line breaker and soft starter .

7-4-5. Surge protector (SPD) for use

May result in lightning or other causes in the application system overvoltage, 

overcurrent, place the surge interference should consider installing a surge protector, 

detailed application methods, see Shen Zhen Powtech " surge protector (SPD) " 

product samples , or other relevant information.
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7-2-1. Current limit starting mode

PB is set to 0 when setting items start mode this mode.

Figure 7.1 shows the motor current waveform current limit starting mode . 

Among I1 is the current limit value is set to start when starting the motor , the output 

voltage increases rapidly ,Until the motor current reaches the current limit set by I1, 

and keep the motor current is not greater than this value is then gradually increased 

as the output voltage gradually accelerate the motor , when the motor reach the rated 

speed , the bypass contactor closes,output current drops rapidly to the motor rated 

current Ie or less , the starting process is completed.

When the motor is lightly loaded or set the current limit is larger, the maximum 

power at start when the motor is lightly loaded or set the current limit is larger, the 

maximum power at start normal flow may also reach the current limit is less than the set 

time .

Current limit starting mode is generally used for starting current requirements of 

the occasion , there are strict restrictions.

7-2-2 . Voltage ramp start mode

PB set start mode setting items this mode is 1:00 . Figure 7.2 shows the voltage 

ramp start of the output voltage waveform. Wherein the initial value of the voltage 

U1 is the starting time ,When starting the motor , the motor current does not exceed 

400% of rated range,Soft starter output voltage rises rapidly to U1, and the output 

voltage according to the set

The start parameter is gradually increased with the rise of the motor voltage is 

continuously smooth acceleration when the voltage reaches the rated voltage Ue, the 

motor rated speed , the bypass contactor closes ,

Starting the process is complete .

Starting time t is based on the resulting standard load control under standard 

test conditions parameters , PT500 series soft starter this parameter as a benchmark, 

by controlling the output power pressure to complete the motor starting process 

smooth acceleration , not mechanically control the time t and regardless of whether 

the motor accelerates smoothly .In view of this , when the load is light , the starting 

time is often less than the set start time , as long as it is normal smooth start.

Chapter 7  Trial operation and application Chapter 7  Trial operation and application

　　In general, the voltage ramp start mode applies strict requirements on the 

startingcurrent and the high stability of the starting requirements occasion.

       7-2-3 . Kickstart mode

        PB is set to 2 or 3 items when setting the starting mode this mode.

Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 shows the output waveform changes Kickstart

 model.Under some heavy duty applications , due to the effects of mechanical

 static friction can not start the motor ,such start mode can be selected . 

When starting, the motor is applied to a first higher and a fixed voltage for

 a limited period of time , to overcome static friction motor load.force the

 motor rotation , then press the current limit ( Figure 7.3 ) or the voltage ramp 

( Figure 7.4)Way to start.

　　Before using this mode , you should use a non- starter motor kick mode,

 if the motor due to static friction can not rotate too much force when wiping ,

 then use this mode ; otherwise should avoid using this mode start to reduce

 unnecessary large current impact .
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7-5 . Application examples

Parameters under various load conditions , for example as shown in Table 7.2 , 

the data in the table are for reference only and should be adjusted according to the 

actual situation.

In this shutdown mode , the soft starter bypass contactor is disconnected after 

receiving the stop command immediately and ban soft starter thyristor voltage 

output of the motor according to the load inertia gradually shut down. When one for 

two ( and more ) wiring, should be soft starter set to this shutdown mode to avoid 

phase fault reporting output switching.
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r

Starting time 
(in seconds) 

 initial voltage

voltage starting
 (maximum current
 limit value)

 current-limiting
 starting

16 

30

 26    

 16 

Type of load

Ball mill

Fan

Centrifugal pump 

Piston-type
 compressors

Lifting machine

Mixer 

r

Crusher 

Screw compressor

rrrSpiral conveyor 

Light duty motor 

Belt conveyor belt

Heat pump 16   

 20  

  16   

 20 

16  

16  

16  

16  

 60% 

30% 

 40%  

 40%  

 60% 

 50%  

 50%  

 40%   

 40%   

  30%  

 40%  

 40%  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4.5

 3.5

 2.5

 3

 3.5

 3

 3.5

  3

 2

  3

  2.5

3

Chapter 8   Trouble shooting and treatment

Fault code and processing methods in the following table :

A. run the stop command input

B. Monitoring operating status

C. Real-time tracking ( table shows operating information )

D. function code once read, write, save documents.

Chapter 8  Trouble shooting and treatment
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Chapter  9  soft start model specifications and options

9-1. PT500 series soft starter (5.5 KW - 5 5 KW) peripheral parts of the 

specification reference list :

10-2.  PT500 series soft starter (75KW-400KW) peripheral parts of the 

regulation grid reference list :

29 30

PT500-075G-3

PT500-090G-3

PT500-115G-3

PT500-132G-3

PT500-160G-3

PT500-185G-3

PT500-200G-3

PT500-250G-3

PT500-280G-3

PT500-320G-3

PT500-400G-3

5.5

7.5

11

15

18.5

22

30

37

45

55

11

15

22

30

37

44

60

74

90

110

CM1-63L/16

CM1-63L/20

CM1-63L/32

CM1-63L/40

CM1-63L/50

CM1-63L/63

CM1-63L/80

CM1-63L/100

CM1-63L/125

CM1-63L/160

CJ20-25

CJ20-25

CJ20-40

CJ20-63

CJ20-63

CJ20-63

CJ20-100

CJ20-160

CJ20-160

CJ20-160

35mm2copper

35mm2copper

35mm2copper

2.5mm2copper

4mm2copper

6mm2copper

10mm2copper

10mm2copper

16mm2copper

25mm2copper

PT500-5R5G-3

PT500-7R5G-3

PT500-011G-3

PT500-015G-3

PT500-018G-3

PT500-022G-3

PT500-030G-3

PT500-037G-3

PT500-045G-3

PT500-055G-3

Soft start Model 
Rated 
power
(KW) 

Rated 
Current
(A) 

Supporting the 
circuit breaker

models (QF)

  Supporting the 
bypass contactor

 Model (KM) 
A line 

specifications

Note: rated power and rated current is the maximum rating of the soft 
starter , matching circuit and bypass contactor should match the 
specifications of the motor specifications.

Soft start Model 
Rated 
power
(KW) 

Rated 
Current
(A) 

Supporting the 
circuit breaker

models (QF)

  Supporting the 
bypass contactor

 Model (KM) 
A line 

specifications

075

090

115

132

160

185

200

250

280

320

400

150

180

230

260

320

370

400

500

560

640

800

CM1-225L/180

CM1-225L/225

CM1-225L/315

CM1-400L/315

CM1-400L/350

CM1-400L/400

CM1-400L/500

CM1-630L/630

CM1-630L/630

CM1-630L/700

CW1-1000/3

CJ20-250

CJ20-250

CJ20-400

CJ20-400

CJ20-630

CJ20-630

CJ20-630

CJ20-630

CJ29-1000A

CJ29-1000A

CJ29-1000A

25*4mm2copper

25*4mm2copper

25*4mm2copper

40*4mm2copper

40*4mm2copper

40*4mm2copper

40*4mm2copper

40*5mm2copper

40*5mm2copper

40*5mm2copper

40*5mm2copper
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Chapter 10   Quality Warranty

       The product quality guarantee in accordance with the following 

provisions:

      10-1.Quality guarantee indeed specific content producer responsibility:

      10-1-1. In the aboard use to ( calculated from the date of shipment )

        Shipment within one month after the refund, replacement , repair kits ※

.      Shipment within three months after the replacement, repair kits .※

       After the ship repair within 12 months.※

      10-1-2.Export overseas ( excluding domestic ) when shipped in the six 

months after the purchase to be responsible for repair .

      10-2. No matter when, where, using the company's brand products are 

enjoying a lifetime of paid services .

      10-3.The company 's sales in the country , production, agent, can provide

 service for this product ,its conditions of service for the

      10-3-1 . To be the standard of liability under this contract service companies

 and content distribution agent signed on .

      10-3-2. Each unit can be paid to the distribution agent Stephen Transmission

 Co. requests for service (whether the warranty ) .

      10-4. This product has the quality or product liability accident , up to 1-1 or

      10-4-1. only assume responsibility for the terms , if the user needs more

 responsibility indemnity insurance in advance at your own contents 

insurance to insurance companies .

      10-5. The warranty period for this product is one year from the date of

 shipment .

      10-6. If the fault is caused by the following reasons , even during the 

warranty period , it is paid to repair.

      10-6-1. Incorrect operation ( depending on usage manual) or unauthorized 

repair or alteration caused problems.

      10-6-2 . Beyond the standard specifications require the use of soft starter 

causing problems.

     10- 6-3, After the purchase or loss or damage caused by improper handling .
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10-6-4. The device caused by adverse environmental aging or failure.

10-6-5. Due to the earthquake, fire, wind, flood , lightning, abnormal voltage or 

other natural disasters and disasters caused damage accompanied reasons .

10-6-6. Damaged in transit (Note : transport specified by the customer , the 

company helps to handle the goods transfer ) .

10-6-7. The manufacturer's label brands, trademarks , serial number, nameplate 

when damaged or illegible .

10-6-8. Failing to pay the agreed purchase amount .

10-6-9. For the installation, wiring , operation, maintenance , or other use of 

objective reality can not be described to the company 's service units.

10-7. For refund, replacement , repair services , goods returned to the Company 

shall upon confirmation accountability before be returned or repaired.

Chapter 10    Quality Guarantee
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